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Summary 

This report contains a reference guide on multimedia and an annotated bibliography on the 

same subject. The bibliography is a basic list not intended to be exhaustive. We limited our 

reference research to technical magazines and books. We were more interested in subjects 

related to the developments in the Medialog or Multinews projects. We tried to find basic 

references instead of articles or books that only mention the keyword "multimedia". We 

also chose several references on subjects that do not cover multimedia exclusively, such as 

databases, object-oriented programming and others. 

The bibliography in the report was drawn up in September 1993. 

Keywords: Multimedia. 

1  Introduction 

This report contains a reference guide on multimedia and an annotated bibliography on the 

subject. Multimedia is a very vast, poorly delimited subject. There is no clear definition 

of the term. Several keywords recur in documents that discuss the subject, but there is no 

consensus. Some of them are: 

• interactive, for example in viewer-controlled television; 

• multimedia document, where text, images, sound and video are all  on the same plat-

form; 

• multimedia communications, which transmit video and sound between two computers 

via a network to establish communications such as videophone; 

• and others. 

Several technologies that have been developed in response to specific needs must be 

combined in order to produce a multimedia product, which is then defined according to 
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those technologies and how they are integrated. Computers, computer networks, compact 

disks and video, for example, are all  technologies that underwent independent development. 

A multimedia product integrates several existing technologies and sometimes requires the 

development of new ones or advances in current ones. 

For this bibliography, we first tried to find summaries of conferences or technical journals 

(research) on the subject. To our knowledge, there have been very few conferences on the 

subject so far. We can list: 

• The First ACM International Conference on Multimedia: ACM Multimedia '93, in 

August 1993. 

• International Workshop on Network and Operating System Support for Digital Audio 

and Video, the fourth is in November 1993. 

The first IEEE conference on the subject is the 1994 International Conference on Mul-

timedia Computing and Systems in February 1994. 

Multimedia Systems, which published its first issue in August, is the only known trade 

journal. An IEEE journal is to be published in 1994. 

Multimedia is discussed extensively in magazines for the general public. In general, 

articles review the multimedia products available on the market or ones that will be released 

soon. 

Several very recent books, such as [BT93], [HS93] and [Ter92], give an overview of the 

field. 

Consequently, we decided to concentrate our research on articles about multimedia in 

journals such as Communications of the ACM, Computer, IEEE Spectrum and Multimedia 

Systems. 

In the guide section, and in the notes, we indicate certain articles and journal issues as 

references in the documents read. We were not able to find the articles to include them in 
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this report. In most cases we tried to obtain them. 

The rest of this report is a reading guide of references listed in the bibliography. 

2 Reading Guide 

This section includes several suggestions on how to classify documents about multimedia 

to help choose which documents to read. A few comments are necessary before continuing. 

We do not include all the documents in a given classification. Sometimes a document may 

be in two or more classes. 

Readings may also be chosen according to the notes accompanying every reference in 

the bibliography. 

2.1 Introductory documents 

This classification is extremely simple. There are two classes of documents: introductory 

and specialized. 

• Introductory documents about multimedia: magazine articles [Ada93b], [Ada93a], 

[Co193] and [Fox91a] or the books [BT93], [11S93] and [Ter92]. 

• All the other documents are viewed as specialized. 

2.2 By type of media 

Since multimedia combines four types of media, it is simple to have four classes of media 

plus one other class for all other articles. 

• Text: [Bac92], [BG92], [Bar88], [Bar89], [BC92], [BT93], [BGH+92], [BB92], 

[CR90], [Co193], [FM91], [FD92], [GNOT92], [HKR+92], [11G91], [Loe92], 
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[MRT91], [Nie90a], [Nie90b], [Ram92] [SK92], [Ste92], [Ter92] and [WM92]; 

• Still pictures: [BT93], [CH91], [Co193], [HS93], [Ter92] and [Wa191]; 

• Sound (audio): [BT93], [Co193], [Fox91b] [HS93], [Ter92] and [YSB+89]; 

• Video: [Ada93b], [Ada93a], [AH91], [BHI93], [BT93], [Co193], [D1x89], [FM91], 

[FKRR93], [Fox89], [Fox91b], [Fox91a] , [Fre89], [Gre92], [HKL+ 91], [H S 93] , 

[HG91], [Le 91], [LH91], [Lio91], [LB89], [Lip91], [LG91], [MD89], [Rip89], 

[Sv91], [Ste89], [Ter92], [Tin89], [VZSR91] and [ZKS93]; 

• Others: 

- Databases: [BOS91], [Deu91], [LLOW91], [LG91], [LLPS91], [SSU91], [SK91], 

[U1188] and [ZM90]; 

- Electronic mail: [Bor91], [Bor93] [GNOT92], [PF91] and [Sch93] ; 

- Interfaces: [MN90], [Nie90a] and [Nie90b]; 

- Programming, especially object-oriented programming: [Agh90], [GTC+90], 

[HSE90], [HBP+93] [Jor90], [Ki190], [KM90], [Mey88], [Mey90] and [WBJ90]; 

- Networks: [ALP93], [Be193], [HG91], [LG91], [Ly193], [PF91], [Sch93] 

and [VZSR91]. 

2.3 By type of application 

We think that many well-established industries, such as television (cable), computer and 

telecommunications (networks and new telephone services), are interested in multimedia. 

• Television: 

- Games, video disks: [BT93], [Fre89], [LH91], [Sv91], [Ter92] and [YSB+89]; 

- Interactive television, by cable: [Fre89]; 

• Computers: 
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- Consulting multimedia documents stored on disks or CD-ROM: [Ada93b], 

[Bac92], [BG92], [Bar88], [Bar89], [BC92], [BT93], [BB92], [CR90], [Co193], 

[C1191], [Dix89], [FM91], [FD921, [Fox89], [Fox91b], [Fox91a], [Gre92], 

[HKR+92], [HKL+91], [HS93], [11G91], [Le 91], [LH91], [LB89], [Lip91], 

[Loe92], [MD89], [MRT91], [MN90], [Nie904, [Nie90b], [Ram92], [Rip89], 

[SK92], [Ter92], [Tin89], [Wa191], [WM92] and [ZKS93]; 

- Consulting multimedia documents stored on multimedia databases: [ALP93], 

[A1191], [Bac92], [BG92], [Bar88], [Bar89], [BC92], [Be193], [BT93], 

[BGH+92], [BB92], [BOS91], [CH91], [Co193], [Deu91], [FD92], [1193], 

[HG91], [LLOW91], [LG91], [LLPS91], [MD89], [Ram92], [SSU91], [Ste89], 

[SK91], [Ter92], [151188], [WM92] and [ZM90]; 

• Telecommunications: 

- Teleconferencing (more than two people) and videophone (two people): [ALP93], 

[AH91], [Be193], [B11193], [FKRR93], [Lio91], [Ly193] and [VZSR91]; 

- Electronic mail and multimedia documents: [Bor91], [Bor93] [GNOT92], 

[PF91] and [Sch93]. 

There is obviously no longer a clear-cut boundary between these industries. This can 

be illustrated by two examples: consulting multimedia documents stored on multimedia 

databases and the case of multimedia electronic  mail.  Both of these use computers and 

networks. 

2.4 By type of development 

Several phases are required to produce a multimedia document, with different problems to 

solve in each one. We have divided development into the following phases: data entry, com- 

pression, storage, access, information presentation and the special case of communications. 

• Data entry: [AH91], [BT93] and [Sv91] ; 
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• Data compression: [BT93], [BB92], [CH91], [Dix89], [Fox89], [Fox91b], [Fox91a], 

[Fre89], [Gre92], [HKL+91], [Le 91], [LH91], [Lio91], [LB89], [Lip91], [MD89], 

[Rip89], [Ter92], [Tin89], [Wa1911 and [ZKS93]; 

• Data storage: [BT93], [Co193] [Ter92] and [YSB+89]; 

• Data access: 	[Bac92], [BG92], [Bar88], [Bar89], [BC92], [Be193], [BT93], 

[BGH+92], [BOS91], [Co193], [Deu91], [FD92], [Fax91b], [GNOT92], [HKR+92], 

[HS93], [HG91], [LLOW91], [LG91], [Loe92], [LLPS91], [Ram92], [SSU91], [SK92], 

[Ste92], [SK91], [Ter92], [U1188], [WM92] and [ZM90]; 

• Information presentation: [Ada93b], [CR90], [FM91], [HKR+92], [HBP+93], 

[11S93], [HG91], [MRT91], [MN90], [Nie90a] and [Nie90b]; 

• Communications: [ALP93], [Be193], [BHI93], [Bor91], [Bor93], [FKRR93], 

[GNOT92], [Ly193], [PF91], [Sch93], [Ste89] and [VZSR91], 

3 Conclusion 

We found that multimedia is undergoing major growth: there are new conferences, journals, 

books and developments appearing every day. Multimedia developments are only beginning 

to surface and the field offers many opportunities. Maintaining an up-to-date annotated 

bibliography on chosen subjects is necessary. 
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duct searches. It takes the object-oriented approach to associate semantics with 

documents. Refers to W. Horak Office Documentation Architecture and Office 

Document Interchange Formats: Current Status of International Standardiza-

tion. Computer, Vol 18, No 10, Oct 1985 pp 50-60. 
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[Nie90a] Jakob Nielsen. The art of navigating through hypertext. Communications of 

the ACM, 33(3):296-310, March 1990. 

Hypertext, some ideas also discussed in J. Nielsen's book. Usability tests. 

[Nie9013] Jakob Nielsen. Hypertext 6 Hypermedia. Academic Press, 1990. 

This book gives an idea of Hypertext and its use. It gives references of sys-

tems existing in 1990. It gives a history of Hypertext. It also has an annotated 

bibliography on hypertext and usability. 

[PF91] 	Murugappan Palaniappan and George Fitzmaurice. InternetExpress: An inter- 

desktop multimedia data-transfer service. Computer, 24(10):58-67, October 

1991. 

Electronic mail supporting different data formats. Designed on TCP/IP. 

[Ram92] Ashwin Ram. Natural langague understanding for information-filtering systems. 

Communications of the ACM, 35(12):80-81, December 1992. 

Understanding texts to be able to filter them. 

[Rip891 	G. David Ripley. DVI-A digital multimedia technology. Communications of the 

ACM, 32(7):811-823, July 1989. 

DVI technology is discussed in detail. 

[Sch93] 	Eve M. Schooler. The impact of scaling on a multimedia connection architecture. 

Multimedia Systems, 1(1):2-9, May 1993. 

Teleconferencing using Internet, problems that arise when a teleconference has 

many participants, several simultaneous conferences or participants who are very 

far apart. Suggests that teleconferencing will be the main source of network use. 

[SK91] 	Michael Stonebraker and Greg Kemnitz. The Postgres next generation database 

management system. Communications of the ACM, 34(10):78-92, October 

1991. 

Postgres is a DBMS, the relational model is extended to support objects as ele-

ments of a relation. Methods can be attached to the relational attributes. Also 

integrates rules. 
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[SK92] 	Irene Stadnyk and Robert Kass. Modeling users' interests in information filters. 

Communications of the ACM, 35(12):49-50, December 1992. 

Building models of users' interests. With rules. 

[SSU911 	Avi Silberschatz, Michael Stonebraker, and Jeff Ullman. Database systems: 

Achivements and opportunities.  Communications of the ACM, 34(10):110-120, 

October 1991. 

Database research: the past, present and problems to address in the future. 

New types of data. Research in distributed databases with incomplete data. 

[Ste891 	Scott M. Stevens. Intelligent interactive video simulation of a code inspection. 

Communications of the ACM, 32(7):832-843, July 1989. 

Multimedia teaching project. Simulation of a meeting with several participants 

to conduct a program review (inspection). 

[Ste92} 	Curt Stevens. Automating the creation of information filters. Communications 

of the ACM, 35(12):48, December 1992. 

INFOSCOPE an agent system with rules to define and maintain filtering pro-

files automatically. Fischer, G. and Stevens, C. Information Access in Complex, 

Poorly Structured Information Spaces. In Human Factors in Computing Sys-

tems CHI'91 Conference Proceedings, pp 63-70. 

[Sv91] 	Frans Sijstermans and Jan van der Meer. CD-I full-motion video encoding on a 

parallel computer. Communications of the ACM, 34(4):81-91, April 1991. 

Encoding on a parallel machine. Performance of the machine. Esprit 415. 

[Ter92] 	Jacques Terrasson. Les Outils du Multimédia. Armand Colin, 1992. 

Very good general, up-to-date discussion. 

[T1n89] 	Michael Tinker. DVI parallel image compression. Communications of the ACM, 

32(7):844-851, July 1989. 

Description of the parallelization of the DVI algorithm compression. 

[U11881 	Jeffrey D. Ullman. Principles of Database and Knowledge-Base Systems, vol- 

ume 1. Computer Science Press, 1988. 

This is the database reference book. It contains many theoretical developments 
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and several practical examples. The object-oriented databases are discussed 

without going into much detail. 

[VZSR91] Harrick M. Vin, Poile T. Zellwegner, Daniel C. Swinehart, and P. Venkat Ran-

gan. Multimedia conferencing in the Etherphone environment. Computer, 

24(10):69-79, October 1991. 

Teleconferencing. 

[Wa191] 	Gregory K. Wallace. The JPEG still picture compression standard. Communi- 

cations of the ACM, 34(4):30-44, April 1991. 

JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group. Theory behind the standard. Very 

good quality obtained, requires much manipulation. This is the standard. 

[WBJ90] Rebecca J. Wirfs-Brock and Ralph E. Johnson. Surveying current research in 

object-oriented design. Communications of the ACM, 33(9):104-124, September 

1990. 

The research aspects discussed are: a framework for corporative object terminol-

ogy (Heweltt-Packard), object-orien sted analysis, co-operation between objects, 

reuse and CASE tools. 

[WM92] Sun Wu and Udi Manber. Fast text searching allowing errors. Communications 

of the ACM, 35(10):83-91, October 1992. 

Discussion of an algorithm to search for sub-strings in strings. The algorithm 

finds sub-strings that resemble the requested sub-string. Good for tolerating 

spelling errors. 

[YSB+89] Clement Yu, Wei Sun, Dina Bitton, Qi Yang, Richard Bruno, and John Tullis. 

Efficient placement of audio data on optical disks for real-time applications. 

Communications of the ACM, 32(7):862-871, July 1989. 

Audio for CD-I, synchronization of two sound sources. 

[ZKS93] 	HongJiang Zhang, Atreyi Kankanhalli, and Stephen W. Smoliar. Automatic 

partitioning of full-motion video. Multimedia Systems, 1(1):10-28, May 1993. 

Partitioning video sequences into significant segments for indexing. The seg-

ments must then be analysed to find index terms. 
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[ZM90] 	S. B. Zdonik and D. Maier, editors. Readings in Object-Oriented Database 

Systems. Morgan Kaufmann, 1990. 

Compilation of articles on early research in object-oriented databases. 
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